Plan and Document Your Shift Using the Brain
The Brain is a new home activity that helps you better plan and work through your shift by putting key patient
information and tasks in one place. To get to the Brain, click the Brain Home Workspace Activity Tab:

All the patients you sign into automatically appear on the Brain. You can also right-click and assign yourself to
the treatment team in Patient Lists to have a patient appear on the Brain.

Review Your Patients

1.
2.
3.
4.

Review the patient card to see the information you'd normally review in Patient Lists.
Click the Orders icon to review or acknowledge any new, modified, or discontinued orders.
Click the PRN icon to review or document any PRN labs, orders, or tasks for the patient.
Click the Admission, Shift, or Discharge icons to review or document each type of required
documentation.

Review Your Timeline and Document Tasks
The timeline shows you your entire shift, plus an hour before and after, and is where you document tasks. Any
tasks that appear in orange squares are high priority tasks, such as urgent labs, that you might want to review
right away.

Tip: Click
the Brain.

to adjust your settings, including how patients are sorted and whether completed tasks appear on

Continued on next page.

1. Click any icons in the Prior column to review and complete tasks that weren't completed during prior
shifts. Note that overdue tasks from the current shift appear on the timeline, not in the Prior column.
2. Check out the Now line to see where you are in your shift and see what tasks are overdue or
upcoming.
3. Review the previous or next shift using the Shift buttons.
4. Filter the Brain to show only specific kinds of tasks using the filter check boxes.
5. See additional details or document on a task by clicking its icon. The icon appears in an orange square
if one or more of its tasks are high priority, such as urgent labs. Click in the blank space around the
icons to see a complete list of all of the patient's tasks for that hour block.
6. You can also scan patient, medication, and specimen barcode labels to document on tasks.

Add a Reminder
Quickly add patient-specific reminders to the Brain for tasks like calling a patient's family.
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Click Reminder.
Select a patient to add the reminder to.
Enter your reminder in the Reminder Name field.
Specify a date and Start Time for the reminder or use the +30 Minutes or +1 Hour quick buttons to set
the reminder time.
5. To set a frequency, end date, priority, or documentation type, click the chevron for advanced options.
6. Click Accept. Your reminder appears in the appropriate time slot on the timeline.
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